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Thermal Properties of 12-Fold Quasi-Photonic
Crystal Microcavity Laser With Size-Controlled

Nano-Post for Electrical Driving
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Abstract—In this report, we investigate the fabrication process
of 12-fold quasi-photonic crystal microcavity with size-controlled
nano-post beneath for electrically-driven structure by fine-tuning
the wet-etching time. By finite-element method, we simulate and
analyze the heat transfer behaviors of microcavities with different
nano-post sizes and shapes. From the real devices, we obtain whis-
pering-gallery (WG) single-mode lasing action with high measured
quality factor of 8 250 and low threshold of 0.6 mW when the
nano-post size is as large as 830 nm in diameter. By varying the
substrate temperature, WG single-mode lasing action is still ob-
tained when the substrate temperature is as high as 70 C. Besides,
the lasing wavelength red-shift rate is also improved compared
with the microcavity without nano-post beneath. By varying the
pump condition, lasing action is still observed at room tempera-
ture when the pump duty cycle increases to 16.0%. Thus, for elec-
trically-driven photonic crystal microcavity lasers, this nano-post
can serve as current injection pathway and heat sink at the same
time.

Index Terms—Electrically-driven structure, microcavity, nano-
post fabrications, photonic crystal, semiconductor laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE the first demonstration by O. Painter et al. [1] in
1999, photonic crystal (PhC) microcavity lasers with high

quality factor [2] and small mode volume [3] have been
regarded as potential candidates in serving as highly efficient
and low threshold light sources for photonic integrated circuits
[4] and quantum electro-dynamics applications [5]. To promote
PhC microcavity lasers into industrial applications, the elec-
trically-driven structure is necessary. Typically, most present
PhC microcavities are constructed based on a suspended slab
in air to obtain good optical confinement in vertical direction,
which leads to high factors. However, to build a pathway for
highly efficient current injection on such suspended structure
has long been an arduous task. Fortunately, this goal has been
achieved very recently by inserting a central nano-post as a cur-
rent pathway beneath the PhC microcavities, [6], [7] which is
similar to the approach in electrically-driven micro-disk lasers
[8]. Recently, the similar micro- and nano-post structures have
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also been widely adapted and investigated for the goal of elec-
trical-driving in various PhC micro- and nano-cavity lasers by
several groups [9]–[14]. In addition to the current pathway, the
nano-post can also play the role of heat sink for the microcavity,
which could be expected to provide the possibility of contin-
uous-wave (CW) operation due to the improved heat dissipa-
tion. But this point has not been addressed and investigated in
experiments yet.

In this nano-post structure, the sustained mode has to avoid
the perturbation and degradation induced by the inserted nano-
post. Thus, whispering-gallery (WG) mode will be a good can-
didate for the post structures due to its central zero field node. By
proper design, high WG modes can be created or enhanced in
various PhC based micro- and nano-cavities [13], [15]–[19]. In
our previous report [13], we have investigated the WG modal be-
haviors in 12-fold quasi-PhC (QPhC) microcavity with different
nano-post sizes, and obtained high measured factor of 8 400
from (the former and latter sub-numbers denote the az-
imuthal number and radial order of the WG mode) mode with ef-
fective nano-post size of 420 nm in diameter. In simulations, we
also initially address the better thermal and electrical properties
for microcavity with large central nano-post (post size 800 nm
in diameter) and the trade-off between factor and above prop-
erties. However, including the size-controlled nano-post fabri-
cation process and improved thermal properties in experiments
are not illustrated and investigated in details in our previous
works.

In this report, at first, we demonstrate and illustrate the fabri-
cation of 12-fold QPhC microcavities with size-controlled cen-
tral nano-posts in details. And then we simulate the heat dissipa-
tion improvements due to different nano-post sizes and shapes
by finite-element method (FEM). From real devices, we mea-
sure the improved mode lasing properties from micro-
cavity with large central nano-post size of 830 nm in diameter.
We also conclude the improved thermal properties according to
the lasing actions under high substrate temperature and large
pump duty cycle.

II. FABRICATION PROCESS OF 12-FOLD QUASI-PHOTONIC

CRYSTAL MICROCAVITY WITH SIZE-CONTROLLED NANO-POST

The scheme of 12-fold QPhC microcavity with a cen-
tral nano-post beneath is shown in Fig. 1. There are two rea-
sons for applying 12-fold QPhCs. First, WG mode with central
zero field distribution can be well-sustained in simple micro-
cavity design based on 12-fold QPhCs, which is very suitable
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Fig. 1. Scheme of 12-fold QPhC� microcavity with a nano-post beneath. The
right insets show the microcavity geometry and the sustained high ���

mode profile in electrical field, respectively.

for the nano-post structure. Secondly, the more isotropic pho-
tonic bandgap effect in different directions of 12-fold QPhC
[20] than that of triangular PhC is good for WG mode with
multi-pole resonance. The microcavity we investigate in this
paper is defined by removing seven air-holes from QPhC lat-
tice on a thin dielectric membrane with thickness and refrec-
tive index of 220 nm and 3.4. The simulated high
mode profile with central zero electric-field node is also shown
in the inset of Fig. 1. The simulated factor and filling factor
of mode are 36 000 and 0.7, respectively, which are both
beneficial to achieve low threshold laser source. The fabrication
process starts from defining QPhC patterns by electron-beam
lithography on polymethylmethacrylate on an epitaxial struc-
ture consisting of four compressively strained InGaAsP multi-
quantum-wells (MQWs) with deposited Si N hard mask. Then
the QPhC patterns are transferred into MQWs by a series of re-
active ion etching and inductively coupled plasma dry etching
processes. Finally, the 800 nm InP sacrificial layer shown in
Fig. 1 is opened up and the membrane microcavity with a central
nano-post beneath is achieved by HCl : H O 3 : 1 selective
wet-etching process for 145 seconds. This wet-etching process
also removes the Si N hard mask residue. Top-, tilted-, and
cross sectional-view scanning-electron-microscope (SEM) pic-
tures of fabricated 12-fold QPhC microcavity with a central
nano-post beneath are shown in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(a), the fabri-
cated nano-post can be identified from the white shadow in the
top-view SEM picture or directly observed from the tilted-view
SEM pictures. The fabricated lattice constant and air-hole
radius over ratio are 520 nm and 0.34, respectively.
The fabricated air-hole sidewall angle is estimated to be 87 .
This can be further optimized to be 90 in fabrication to prevent
unnecessary coupling losses to transverse-magnetic mode [21].

At the wet-etching step, to well control the nano-post forma-
tion, the temperature of diluted HCl solution is fixed at 2 C
to slow down the InP etching rate, which is estimated to be
1.05 m per minute along direction of InP. And we
define the effective nano-post size as twice the distance from
microcavity center to the outermost position occupied by the
nano-post instead of the real size of nano-post, as shown in the
left-most figure of Fig. 2(a). This is aimed at fairly estimating
the influence on WG mode induced by the nano-post. In demon-
strating the size-controlled nano-post, when we vary the wet-
etching time from 110 to 160 seconds with and lattice constant
fixed at 190 and 520 nm, we observe the effective nano-post

Fig. 2. (a) Top-, tilted-, and cross sectional-view SEM pictures of fabricated
12-fold QPhC � microcavity with central nano-post beneath are shown from
left to right. The nano-post beneath the microcavity can be easily identified and
observed. (b) The relationship between nano-post size � and wet-etching time
under fixed �. (c) The relationship between nano-post size� and air-hole radius
� under fixed wet-etching time. (d) SEM pictures of fabricated 12-fold QPhC
� microcavities with different nano-post sizes � � ���� �	�, and 900 nm by
tuning the wet-etching time, from left to right.

size varied from 1.4 m to 500 nm, which is inverse-pro-
portional to the wet-etching time, as shown in Fig. 2(b). On the
other hand, when the wet-etching time is fixed at 130 seconds
and the is varied from 175 to 210 nm with the same lattice
constant 520 nm, is also inverse-proportional to the air-hole
radius, as shown in Fig. 2(c). This is a reasonable relationship
due to the loading effects of different air-hole sizes during the
wet-etching process. The top-view SEM pictures of fabricated
QPhC microcavities with nano-post sizes , and
900 nm are shown in Fig. 2(d).

III. SIMULATED HEAT CONDUCTION IMPROVEMENTS

DUE TO PRESENCE OF NANO-POSTS

To understand the role of nano-post in heat dissipation, we
simulate the heat transfer behaviors of microcavities with dif-
ferent nano-post sizes by FEM. The details of 3-D FEM simu-
lation setup can be found in our previous report [13]. In simu-
lations, we merely consider the heat conduction that dominates
the heat transfer behaviors. The model is given by:

(1)

where , and represent the density, thermal conductivity,
and thermal capacity of material, respectively. The denotes
a time- and position-dependent surface heat source, which is an
exponential decay form related to the absorption coefficient
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Fig. 3. (a) The simulated temperature decay curves of microcavities with nano-
post sizes � � � (membrane without nano-post) and 800 nm. The corre-
sponding simulated highest temperature distributions are also shown in the right
insets. (b) From left to right: Illustraion of central nano-post with tilted angle
� beneath the microcavity and the plots of temperature decay time and highest
temperature versus the nano-post tilted angle �. (c) The simulated temperature
distributions of microcavity with nano-post size � � ��� nm and tilted angles
of 60 , 75 , and 90 .

( 3.5 m ) of InGaAsP. The pulse width, duty cycle, en-
ergy level, and pump area of are set to be 25 ns, 0.5%, 2 mW,
and 2 m in diameter, respectively, which are the typical values
used in measurement. The simulated temprature decay curves
of the microcavities with nano-post size nm and
membrane without nano-post are shown in Fig. 3(a).
The highest temperature and decay time decrease from 312.4 to
308.7 K and from 25.3 to 20.0 ns when is varied from 0 to
800 nm. The decay time is defined as the time duration for the
temperature drop to of its highest value by first order ex-
ponential fitting after the pump source is turned-off. The time
duration of pump source is indicated by the shadow region in
Fig. 3(a). The simulated highest temperature distributions of

and 800 nm are also shown in the insets of Fig. 3(a).
Above simulated heat transfer behaviors directly indicate that
the nano-post beneath the microcavity can provide extra heat
sink and improve heat dissipation.

In real situation, the nano-post formed under the microcavity
is cone-shaped instead of a cylinder. This can be seen from the
cross sectional-view SEM picture shown in Fig. 2(a). Therefore,
the real nano-post volume will be larger than the cylinder nano-
post with the same interface area (fixed ) connected to the
membrane, which could contain more thermal energy. Thus, we
simulate the heat transfer behaviors of microcavity with nano-
post size nm and tilted angles of 60 , 75 and 90 .

The definition of is shown in Fig. 3(b). The simulated highest
temperatures and decay times of cases with , 75 , and
60 are 309.7, 309.1, and 308.7 K and 20.0, 11.9, and 8.6 ns,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(b). From above results, we can
conclude that the larger nano-post volume will provide better
heat sink and improve heat dissipation.

In addition, we also calculate the electrical resistance by the
formula of , where , and represent
the electrical resistance, resistivity, height of nano-post, and the
effective area (defined by the cross-sectional area at of
the cone-shaped post) of the nano-post, respectively. The resis-
tivity of heavily Zn-doped ( 10 cm ) InP nano-post is
0.0417 cm and is fixed at 800 nm. The calculated of
nano-post size nm and tilted angles of 60 , 75 , and
90 are 370, 621, and 1 043 , respectively. Obviously, large
nano-post volume will lead to low electrical resistance, which
is beneficial in highly efficient current injection. Thus, to obtain
improved thermal and electrical characteristics, the nano-post
size should be as large as possible. However, when is larger
than , the mode will be perturbed and the factor
will degrade [13]. As a result, theoretically, under lattice con-
stant of 520 nm, nm is an upper limit when consid-
ering the trade-off between degradation, heat sink, and elec-
trical resistance. In the following measurements, we will focus
on the devices with large nano-post size 830 nm, where

factor of mode still remains at 35 000 in FDTD sim-
ulations. High mode can lead to low threshold lasing action,
which is beneficial for reducing unnecessary power input and
the accompanied heat generation.

IV. MEASURED MODAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

The 12-fold QPhC microcavities with nano-post size
830 nm are optically pumped at room temperature by an

845 nm diode laser with 25 ns pulsewidth and 0.5% duty cycle.
We obtain single-mode lasing at 1485 nm. The mea-
sured light-in light-out ( - ) curve and lasing spectrum above
threshold are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The threshold is esti-
mated to be 0.6 mW from the - curve. And the spectral line
width is estimated to be 0.18 nm from the spectrum at 0.8 times
threshold shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b) by Lorentzian fitting,
which corresponds to a factor of 8 250. With large inserted
nano-post, above lasing properties are significantly improved
compared with those ( 6 and threshold 1.2 mW
from the microcavity with similar nano-post size) we demon-
strated before [13]. These are attributed to the improvements
in our fabrication process, including the air-hole shape and
sidewall angle, which both reduce unnecessary optical losses.
When the nano-post size increases, the mode suffers
serious perturbation and lasing mode transition is observed.
The measured spectrum of two lasing modes under transition
when the nano-post size is 1.1 m is shown in Fig. 4(c). The
lasing mode with shorter wavelength of 1420 nm is confirmed
to be mode by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulations. When the nano-post size further increases, the

mode will be suppressed greatly, which leads to
single-mode lasing. The FDTD simulated mode profiles of

and modes in magnetic field are shown in
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Fig. 4. (a) Typical�-� curve of 12-fold QPhC� microcavity with nano-post
size� of 830 nm. The threshold is estimated to be 0.6 mW and the SEM picture
of measured device is also shown in the inset. (b) Typical spectra above and
below threshold at wavelength of 1485 nm. The measured spectral line width
below threshold is 0.18 nm by Lorentzian fitting. (c) The spectrum of ��
and �� modes lasing when the nano-post size � increases to be 1.1 �m,
as shown in the inset SEM picture. The FDTD simulated �� and ��
mode profiles in magnetic field are also shown.

the insets of Fig. 4(c). Although the mode field is
more concentrated at the center of microcavity compared with

mode field, it will be enhanced by the micro-cylinder
[22] effect when the enlarged nano-post size is larger than the
mode field concentrated region.

To investigate the heat dissipation improvement provided by
the nano-post, we change the substrate temperature of the mi-
crocavity with nano-post size nm by a temperature
controlling system. single-mode lasing action can still
be obtained when the substrate temperature is as high as 70 C,
which is higher than the temperature limitation of 52 C from
12-fold QPhC microcavity without nano-post. This observed
lasing action at high substrate temperature of 70 C is also better
than those in PhC membrane microcavities with larger and sim-
ilar microcavity sizes [23], [24], which can be attributed to the
extra heat sink provided by the nano-post beneath. The mea-
sured - curves of mode lasing when the substrate
temperature is varied from 20 to 70 C are shown in Fig. 5(a).
The threshold increases exponetially with the increased sub-
strate temperature, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This is reasonable be-
cause there would be extra injected carrier wasting in non-ra-
diative Auger and surface recombinations, which leads to the
increase of threshold when the substrate temperature increases.
The gain medium will also degrade with increased tempera-
ture, which in turn leads to the degraded slope efficiency. From
Fig. 5(a), the decrease of slope efficiency monotonically with
increasing substrate temperature also supports above argument.

We also observe the lasing wavelength red-shift when the sub-
strate temperature increases from 20 to 70 C with 2 C incre-
ment, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). We obtain total lasing wave-
length red-shift of 2.5 nm, which corresponds to 0.050 nm/ C
red-shift rate by linear fitting, as shown in Fig. 5(d). For com-
parison, we obtain the red-shift rate of 0.086 nm/ C from QPhC

Fig. 5. (a) �-� curves of microcavity with nano-post size� � ��� nm under
substrate temperatures of 20, 35, 50, 60, and 70 C, respectively. (b) The rela-
tionship between the threshold and the substrate temperature. (c) The red-shifted
lasing spectra and (d) the lasing wavelength variation plot when the substrate
temperature is varied from 20 to 70 C. The red-shift rate is about 0.050 nm/ C,
which is smaller than that (0.086 nm/ C) of microcavity without nano-post
beneath.

microcavity without nano-post as shown in Fig. 5(d), which
is larger than 0.050 nm/ C of microcavity with nano-post under
the same pump condition. Thus, we can conclude that the nano-
post plays the role of heat sink and improves the heat dissipation
indeed.

Due to the improved thermal properties obtained in experi-
ments above, we then increase the duty cycle of pump source
for the goal of CW operation. The measured - curves when
the pump duty cycle is varied from 0.5 to 16.0% by changing
pulsewidth with fixed repetition rate are shown in Fig. 6(a).
When the pump duty cycle is increased to 8.0%, the threshold
increases as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) but there is no significant
change in slope efficiency compared with that when the pump
duty cycle is 0.5%. However, when the pump duty cycle further
increases to 16.0%, the threshold increases to 1.0 mW and the
slope efficiency decreases significantly, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The increase of threshold and decrease of slope efficiency could
be both attributed to the reasons of the degradations due to the
increased temperature mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Besides, we also observe broadened spectral line width with
increased pump duty cycle near threshold, as shown in Fig. 6(b)
and (c), which directly indicates the increase of microcavity
temperature with the increase of pump duty cycle. When the
pump duty cycle further increases to 20.0%, the mode
lasing action is not always observed and the MQWs are de-
stroyed when the pump duty cycle is larger than 20.0%. Al-
though the CW operation is not available in this study, it is
evident that the nano-post plays an efficient heat sink and im-
proves the thermal performances of 12-fold QPhC micro-
cavity. Thus, we still believe the CW operation can be obtained
by this design with optimizations, for example, MQWs gain
peak (near 1550 nm at room temperature) alignment with the
microcavity resonance, improvement of fabrication imperfec-
tions, and so on.
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Fig. 6. (a) �-� curves of microcavity with nano-post beneath under different pump duty cycles from 0.5 to 16.0%. (b) The relationships of the pump duty cycle
versus the spectral line width and the threshold. Both spectral line width and threshold increase with the increasing pump duty cycle. (c) The measured��
mode spectra below threshold when the pump duty cycles are 0.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0%. The spectral line width is broadened due to the increasing thermal effect
from the increased pump duty cycle.

Up to date, various excellent PhC nano- and micro-cavities
operated in CW mode have been demonstrated [3], [25]–[28].
However, most of them still lack proper electrically-driven ap-
proaches. As a result, most importantly, based on this nano-post
structure, we believe the realization of electrically-driven PhC
microcavity laser under CW operation can be strongly expected.
The nano-post can play the roles of current pathway and heat
sink at the same time.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we introduce the fabrication process of 12-fold
QPC microcavity with central nano-post beneath. The dif-
ferent nano-post size formations are investigated under condi-
tions of varied ratio with fixed wet-etching time and varied
wet-etching time with fixed ratio. According to these re-
lationships, the size-controlled nano-post can be obtained by
fine-tuning the wet-etching time with appropriate ratio. To
investigate and confirm the thermal performance improvement
provided by the nano-post, by FEM simulation, we simulate the
heat transfer behaviors of microcavities with different nano-post
sizes from 0 to 800 nm and shapes by different tilted angles

from 90 to 60 . We can conclude that the microcavity with
optimized nano-post size as large as 800 nm and of 60
will provide better heat dissipation comparing with the mem-
brane structure without degradation. In addition, we also cal-
culate and show the large nano-post provides small electrical
resistance. In measurements, from microcavity with nano-post
size nm, we obtain mode lasing at 1470 nm
with high measured factor of 8 250 and low threshold of
0.6 mW, For experimental thermal characterizations, the

mode lasing action from microcavity with nano-post size
nm is still observed when the substrate temperature is as

high as 70 C. And we obtain the lasing wavelength red-shift rate
of 0.050 nm/ C when varying the substrate temperature, which
is better than 0.086 nm/ C from microcavity without nano-post
beneath. Besides, the mode lasing action is still observed
when the pump duty cycle is up to 16.0%. According to these
results in simulations and experiments, we believe the realiza-
tion of electrically-driven PhC microcavity laser under CW op-
eration can be strongly expected based on this post structure,
where the nano-post plays the roles of current pathway and heat
sink at the same time.
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